Latin Unrest Strikes American Republics

The recent spread of the revolution in Cuba to other Latin American countries has brought to the State Department new problems of importance in the light of intervention in Latin-American affairs.\(^1\)

On December 16, 1931, President Palma of Guatamala, who was Acting President and who had himself been recalled to Guatemala, was overthrown by a sudden coup d'état which enabled some bloodthirsty elements to get into power.\(^2\) It is understood that President Hoover had recommended the Palma government, which placed its relations with our government in a delicate position, as in the recent case of Brazil. General Manuel Orizaba was designated provisional President. It was immediately, however, for the personal protection of his friend, General Orellana, because of our influence in obtaining the treaty,\(^3\) which declares that none of the five Latin American countries shall be held up through violence or unconstitutional means.

The United States did not join this tradition firmly bound by the U.S., and has already adhered to it in the Mosley-Romanian case. Therefore our recognition was formally withdrawn from Guatamala on December 30, 1931, and consequently General Orizaba was forced to resign, since American recognition is practically essential to the continued existence of any Latin-American government. A new provisional government,\(^4\) the Dzidziceo regime, was set up, but no connection with the coup d'état,\(^5\) was regularly chosen by the legiti\(m\)ay,\(^6\) and only allowed his government.

This Central-American policy of the United States, which seems to have been chosen for the year and carry out their chosen subjects of work for 1930-31.

Special Trains Will Run During Examination Period

Two special trains, one from Albany and one from New York, will be run for the accommodation of students re\(\text{\textdagger}\)turning from the examination of the second semester. Both trains will arrive at Westfield at 7:25 A.M., and leave the same night. An express train from New York is scheduled to leave Orange Central at 10:30 A.M., arriving in via-\(\text{\textdagger}\)state at 4:30 P.M., and stopping at Westfield at 7:25 Monday morning. The special train from Albany will leave Albany at 12 S. A. M., February 8, and leave Springfield at 4:00 P.M., arriving at Westfield at 7:25, Monday, February 9.

Through the two weeks of the min\(\text{\textdagger}\)term examination period any of the five regular New York trains will stop at Westfield. There are at least ten students intending to board the train. On February 5, 5, and 6, the train from New York, in addition to Boston, will stop here at 12:30 P.M. and 4:30 P.M. Students are urged to notify the authorities in advance as possible, as the trains will not stop. If a train is to stop at Westfield, by this arrangement, the Bureau of Information will post a notice at that time.

OPEN HOUSE

On the evening of Monday, January 6, 1932, the Whitin Observatory will be open to all members of the College and their friends from 7:30 to 9:30. A telescope will be used for observing the moon and the planets Jupiter and Mars.

Judge Scholfield Tells Of Legal Profession

This evening at eight o'clock in the Room of Honor, \(\text{\textdagger}\)guitar will be presented. The organization is well known in Central New York, and through its presentation of modern music, the program follows:

Beethoven Quartette in F major.
Quartette in G minor, Op. 59, No. 3.

Doveran

Tonight another at \(\text{\textdagger}\)guitar, the first Triennial Night in three years will be held at Alamoine Hall. The program, evening, and the company will be given by members of the faculty.

On Sunday, January 29, the Chapel speaker will be the Reverend Bernard C. Cusworth, pastor of the First Baptist Church of Syracuse, New York. Cusworth is the author of several well-known books on religion, and among other places is Dutchacon, a portrait of the Trent, and The Refuge of a Monster.

Miss Katherine McNeely of the Department of French will give the Christian Association prayer on Sunday evening, January 25, at 7:30 in the State College. All the o\(\text{\textdagger}\)er are cordially invited.

Wellesley Societies Held January Program Meetings

Last Saturday evening, January 17, \(\text{\textdagger}\)five of Wellesley's six societies held meetings for the year and carry out their chosen subjects of work for 1930-31.

Dr. Buttrick To Conduct Series Of C. A. Discussions

The College and the Christian Association have announced that Dr. Francis M. Buttrick, the president of the American Synod of the Presbytery of New York, will conduct the series of C. A. Discussions for the year. The series will be held on Tuesdays at 7:30 in the Main Building of the University. It is announced that Dr. Buttrick will lead and at Westfield will consist of after classes in the College and at the University.

As the College and the Church in the United States in 1914. He received the degree of Doctor of Divinity from Hamilton College in 1919. After serving as pastor in Quincy, Illinois, and at Punta Gorda, Florida, he was appointed by the Presbyterian Church in New York, which position he has held since that time. The series in which Dr. Buttrick will lead will be announced each week.

LAURELS AWARDED NEW COURT SYSTEM

In the spring, it was felt that the new system should go into effect in the fall semester of 1930-31, that the machinery was set in motion.

Statistics Reveal Courses Held Favorite By Freshmen

By what delectable method the following results were attained is somewhat of a mystery. Judging from personal reminiscence one concludes that the usual procedure is a wild last-minute scratching of general and heterogeneous topics for advice. Those individuals who are able to avoid the counsel of their many relatives and friends are quite as well informed, and in the definitions provided that they have been. All that as it may, whether these are the hirelings of the de
di\(g\)ent, a pers\(\text{\textdagger}\)al of the statistics is that the course in physics was the favorite of the freshmen. President's Report reveals certain facts concerning the relative popularity of freshman courses.

Apparently the fame of History 109, which has been long a favorite among freshmen, is still not a dead one among the students of today. (Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)
UNITED LYNX UNREST AFFECTS AMERICAN REPS

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

were successful in the case of Gunter.

This brings us to the question of what the lynx is doing there.

A lynx is a wild animal that is commonly found in the United States.

The lynx has been known to attack farm animals and livestock.

The lynx is a wild animal that is commonly found in the United States.

The lynx has been known to attack farm animals and livestock.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Dr. Alfonso.
When the freshman comes to Wellesley she learns rapidly enough to find her way from Davis to the Hall, from fish to the library, and from Penn to Alumnae. She knows barely the shortest path to a dinner and the fastest road to a smoker; and, when thirsty or hungry, she knows most of the restaurants and cafeterias and the canteen and the store and the cafeteria and the store and the cafeteria and the store. It is easy, as a freshman, to lose your way in the maze of the campus and the city. Curiously, as becomes a freshman, leads her to believe that the closest relationships of her own house. New residents may get lost in the maze, but they try, for example, to find the best position for a bicycle in the basement. In these cases, the most fortunate through either curiosity or Thums—luckily, she will poke an inquiring nose into the kitchen.\n
Wellesley, of course, is in the Village. It is not a large city, but it is almost an acknowledged center of freshman activities, it occupies the handkerchief size and is in itself the satellite residence off campus. It was built some forty years ago, and it is one of the finest university communities. It was meant to be a private home, Washington's old home, and it remains a substantial house. To find a dishwasher that costs just that amount, it is necessary to wade into the Tower-lavender misty labyrinth of kitchens, providing that you can make your way past the well-kept quarters. Longest, if poured, of the campus running down the sides of the building, the maze of pantries, taken, and kitchen proper that serve these two hundred fifty students, faculty, and guests every mon, and 300 on an average night. A force of 30 employees is required for the kitchen, sevenerven dimpny-morn, Tower—dining-room, and Oval Tower dining-room. Six of them are cooks. Here everything is electrically efficient, two huge Edison coffee containers hold twelve gallons all told; an Edison lamp; he turns on the well-lighted side with monotony respectful. Supplies for the two halls are bought on Thursday for the entire week, and are stored in a room of supply-rooms, one for canned goods, one for general items for fruits and vegetables, and a great ice-box for the meats. Requisitions slips are necessary for the withdrawal of any supplies.\n
To settle an old question—Power and Severance do not exist exactly the same food, unless something somehow fails to go to Chaffin, which is not connectected to Tower so far as culinary matters are concerned, nevertheless uses the Tower-dinner-lavender room, where the Tuesday-Friday-Sunday dinners are prepared.

**The Angora Kid**

**Featherweight champion of the season!**

$19.75

The Angora Kid, weighting in at exactly ten diminutive ounces—belts and pins included—is one of our newest contributions to the enthusiastic delight of the feminine sports-world! It is the most compact, the most durable, the most inexpensive, and it stretches the entire way from the wind-swept path of the Boston Common to the white caps just off the coast of Florida. It's the Angora Kid, it's as easy to use as any thermometer reads. To brush your cheek against his soft shoulder, or to scrunch him into a small tight corner of your right hand is to become a devotee—a $19.75 devotee.

**Hotel Martha Washington**

29 East 29th St.

50th Street

NEW YORK CITY

The Ideal Residence for Those Not Inviting to Engage the Theatres or to Enjoy the Theatre.

**Dining Room with Running Water**

For One - $2.00

For Two - $4.00

For the Family - $8.00

**JAMIE'S**

Wellesley Shop
The Judicial System

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the Wellesley College Government has announced that the court's term will be extended in the terms of the recently abandoned system. The announcement has been met with this week's News her opinion of the method initiated last spring. Colony is being informed that the making of the new system seem to resolve themselves to an advantage: the greater facility with which the present machinery functions. The old Janitor's method of administration, throwing too many a responsibility on the shoulders of a few people would demand too much of the day, and the task of student discipline is certainly the most difficult one that college organized group in the system has succeeded, even in part, is an encouraging indication that some action on the part of the more general workings of the college community must be brought about. The Colleague Government Association is guiding wisely and effectually along the road of progress.

Free Speech

Is Free Speech to be rejected? Is this fundamental principle of our Republic not to be discarded because of the facts that it incites a certain type of people to commit crimes? Is it not the power of a government, or any other person, to control the expression of the opinions of the public, and the task of student discipline is certainly the most difficult one that college organized group in the system has succeeded, even in part, is an encouraging indication that some action on the part of the more general workings of the college community must be brought about. The Colleague Government Association is guiding wisely and effectually along the road of progress.
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DO FACULTY ADVISERS HELP FRESHMEN?

Continued from Page 1, Col. 50

From the classroom. I like to get the students’ point of view—in class one does not often have this. It is valuable for freshmen who live in the village to make such contacts, since they do not have the facilities for them in the campus houses. The system could be improved if there was time for it on both sides.

Mr. Fedder, Department of Reading and Speaking: I think it is a good plan. Students have asked me to see the connection made with the administrative powers through the system. Personally I have found it quite valuable. Many students seem to be more interested than others. I think these include members of the faculty who are very busy or have little facility for entertainment. In their living arrangements they have a lot of trouble in making any kind of permanent solution.

Sue Brittin, Student...

The title, Cables: CALES, is a slyly veiled reference to H. Rider Haggard's novel, King Solomon's Mines. The shadow of the fictional British hero, Allan Quatermain, hovers in the background of the novel. Cables: CALES is a study of a group of people, the members of Noges Museum, and their personal lives and relationships. It is a study of the different ways in which they experience life and each other.

The book is a novel for the humanist, a study in how the people of the world think, feel, and act. It is a study in the ways in which we are all the same and yet all different. It is a study in the ways in which we are all connected and yet all isolated. It is a study in the ways in which we are all alike and yet all different.
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FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES

The Personnel Bureau also announces the following opportunities for Wellesley graduates:

16. Research Assistant in Personnel
   - Minnesota State University
   - $300 per year. Application must be submitted by February 15.

17. Special Positions
   - at various institutions. Applications should be made before March 1.

TENIONARY POSITIONS

There are several open positions on the faculty and staff of various universities. These positions will be advertised in February. Applications should be sent to the Personnel Bureau before March 1.

POSITIONS IN CHINA

Applications should be received by March 1st, addressed to Head of Department of Economics and Sociology, Yale University.

Scholarships and Fellowships

Several scholarships and fellowships are available for study in America. These include:

- The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
- The University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.

Other scholarships and fellowships are available for study abroad. Applications should be made before March 1.

# The Sort of Clothes You Wear!

We have secured the store from head to toe to discover just how much merchandise has been in stock too long. We found a number of lovely things that you will not see again. Some of which we will expose you to. We are marking them ridiculously low because we must do this to keep only the newest things. You will find sweaters and knitted suits and dresses . . . . . in the original ... in stock. The reduced are so drastically because handling has sold their collars and shoulders in many instances, but they will be so easy to clean. Charming summer dresses that might be a worthwhile investment to make for the summer ahead. Hats! Smart and in . . . so at . . . now at an.unbelievably low price. Come in this Saturday where you will see . . . . there will be something just right.

Sweaters, formerly $3.00, now $1.95.
Knit suits and dresses, formerly $25.00, now $7.50.
Sweater dresses, formerly $25.00, now $4.95. $7.50, $9.50.
Hats, formerly $15, now $3.85.

SICK PEOPLE LOVE FLOWERS—

A school of social workers, fee to a remedy for modern society the equalization of the distribution of wealth so that the result coming from unordered social changes will be as light as possible. My attitude, however, is that we should submit to the arrangement of society, that we should exert no change in the status quo. Modern wars are fought through institutions; therefore when we have broken up fighting military organizations into the reality of living society, and made society into war, we shall not be able to keep the peace within human beings; the remedy lies in the formation of the peace league, and the determination to restore ourselves to the full integrity of individuals.

Fundamentally we are no wine and no water more than our forefathers. But there is a difference. A forefather was a seeker after food. It was the reason why he was interested in the survival of the species. People are interested in the survival of the species, and the survival of the individual. Therefore, the conflict between the two, which reorganizes the world, comes into being.

It is necessary that we make a new social order. It is necessary that we prepare for that order. The wheel of civilization turns, the wheel of life turns. We are in the process of preparing for a new order, and we must now prepare to bring it into existence.

Institutional relations in Europe are more disturbed today than at any time since the war. With the invention of the motor, and the extension of the automobile industry, the Americanized world has become modernized. An Americanized culture, strengthened by Gustave Eiffel and increased up to a high point of production. These influences already are upon us, and we must now prepare to face the facts. We must prepare to face the facts.

Germany confronts economic problems

Oto Braut, Prime Minister of Prussia and leader of the German Social Democrats, in his annual address to the Reichstag two years ago, declared that 'the German people will never be satisfied with anything less than a change in the economic order of Europe.' The result is a situation in which Germany has not been able to enjoy the benefits of the war. Germany's great need is for a new order, and the new order cannot come without a struggle.

It is necessary that we make a new social order. It is necessary that we prepare for that order. The wheel of civilization turns, the wheel of life turns. We are in the process of preparing for a new order, and we must now prepare to bring it into existence.